TIDE NOTE FOR HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY

DATE: October 25, 1995

HYDROGRAPHIC BRANCH: Atlantic

HYDROGRAPHIC PROJECT: OPR-G398-WH

HYDROGRAPHIC SHEET: H-10609

LOCALITY: East of Tybee Island and the Savannah River Entrance

TIME PERIOD: May 20 - June 29, 1995

TIDE STATION USED: 867-1029 Tybee Marina, Ga.
Lat. 31° 59.8'N   Lon. 80° 51.3'W

PLANE OF REFERENCE (MEAN LOWER LOW WATER): -0.05 ft.

HEIGHT OF HIGH WATER ABOVE PLANE OF REFERENCE: 6.8 ft.

REMARKS: RECOMMENDED ZONING

Apply a -10 minute time correction and a x0.97 range ratio to heights using Tybee Marina, Ga. (867-1029).

Notes: 1. Times are tabulated in Greenwich Mean Time.

Caution: Tybee Marina, Ga. (867-1029) data are considered preliminary until vertical stability is verified with closing levels by the NOAA ship Whiting.
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